A ground-breaking new book

The Greening of The Mediterranean
Crisis and Recovery

“The healing and greening of the Mediterranean economies cannot be restricted to environmental protection or energy sustainability but it must be extended to the four categories at the heart of green economics: ecological, intellectual, political and moral.” - Miriam Kennet, 2006

Social tensions that have emerged in the markets have been shifted to the political sphere. The failure of such speculation is then paid for not by investors but by the public. For ordinary people who often have no shares, nor savings, this is a disaster all around the Mediterranean.

This book explores what has happened in many Mediterranean countries and offers solutions to the current crisis and a pathway for a successful recovery of caring, sharing and supporting each other.

New Voices from the Mediterranean seeking a fairer, more equal and beneficial recovery for all the peoples of the Mediterranean

Edited by Michelle S. Gale de Oliveira, Miriam Kennet, Sofia Amaral (Portugal), Dr Enrico Tezza (Italy), Dr Michael Briguglio (Malta), and Dr Doaa Salman (Egypt)
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Crisis and Recovery

Launching at our Green Economics Institute, Oxford University Conference

“To combat much of the current misery experienced by many people around the Mediterranean today as a result of the crisis, as the Mediterranean peoples have suffered more than most, we celebrate the potential of the area, and critique the current, prevailing approaches to Economic and Environmental issues, which are focused on managerialist perspectives of the so called “green growth” or “green capitalism,” rather our own original and novel perspective which emphasizes conventional growth as the problem. We promote progressive thinking towards ecology and social justice. Pollution and resources depletion are explained as part of a much bigger emerging picture than simply mitigation or adaptation principles. We can no longer afford to simply maintain the outdated, unchanged, mainstream socio and economic models. So, we introduce alternatives for economic and societal organisation which support a more sustainable and balanced relationship with nature and we stress combating poverty as core to this achievement.” - Miriam Kennet and Dr Enrico Tezza (Italy) 2014

Editor's Biographies -

Sofia Amaral is an Economist from NOVA School of Business and Economics, Portugal and the London School of Economics. Her field of interests include green economics and sustainable management and she edited our book The Greening of the Global Economy as well as running our conference in 2013 at Oxford University.

Michael Briguglio lectures at the Department of Sociology of the University of Malta. His main interests are environment, social movements, social policy and politics with particular emphasis on NGOs and their role in society. He is also very active in Malta's environmental movement and has been the leader of the Greens in Malta. He has written regularly in our Green Economics academic journal over many years.

Dr Enrico Tezza is a senior training specialist and has a background in social research and evaluation studies. After a career in the Italian Ministry of Labour and local public institutions, he joined the International Labour Organisation in Turin in 1992. He is labour market advisor for the Green Economics Institute. Subjects covered vary from training policy to employment and active labour market measures. His current focus interest is on social dialogue for green jobs. His main publication was Evaluating Social Programmes: the relevance of relationships, and his latest publications include Dialogue for Responsible Restructuring and Green Labour Market for Transitions.
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